TRANSPORTATION FACT SHEET

Economic Fact
Sheet & Amazon’s New Headquarters:
National
Landing
Building On Arlington’s Robust Transportation Network

From its earliest days, National Landing has been a place defined by transportation. Today, that
transportation heritage is evident in the range of modes serving the area - everything from interstate
highways to commuter rail – that make National Landing one of the most well-served places in the region.
Moving forward, the arrival of Amazon’s new headquarters presents an unprecedented opportunity to build on
that legacy through targeted investments that will better link existing modes while expanding mobility options to
accommodate future demand. All told, more than $15 billion has been committed for a slate of new multimodal
projects serving National Landing and the entire Northern Virginia region. (HQ NOVA)

Major Improvements
Within National Landing, planned investments will help transform an area once designed around the car into one that
puts people first – where getting around on foot, bike, bus or train is as easy as getting behind the wheel.
New Bike/Pedestrian Access: New or improved access
transforming National Landing into a community where nonvehicular travel will be safe and convenient.

Second Metro Entrance: Expanding capacity of existing Crystal
City metro station with enhanced connections to VRE commuter
rail and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).

Route 1: Transforming existing elevated highway to at-grade urban
boulevard removing barrier dividing National Landing and making it
easier to cross on foot.

Crystal City Potomac Yard Transit Way Expansion: Expand
existing BRT line to Pentagon City, creating frequent, high-capacity
transit service linking major nodes like the Virginia Tech Innovation
Campus and Amazon’s new headquarters.
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Amazon’s Employee Preferences Fit With Vision Of New
Walkability And Bike Access Laid Out By Crystal City Community

“

77 percent of Amazon employees
are projected to use public transit,
walk, or bike to work in Arlington.
(Arlington County)

“

Create vibrant, pedestrian oriented
streets through the better use of
sidewalks, streetscapes, and open
space areas to improve space for
pedestrians, bicyclists, parking,
and transit.
(Crystal City Sector Plan)

New VRE Transit Hub - For Illustrative Purposes Only

Tapping Unused Capacity Of Existing Transportation Network
Serving Crystal City
New Tax Revenue Will Provide New Funding To Address Issues Like Transportation
The transportation systems serving National Landing currently have substantial unused capacity to accommodate
additional travelers.

• 34,000 jobs lost after Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) and budget sequestration
• 44,000 fewer metro trips since 2010 peak
• 29% drop in metro ridership for Crystal City area stations since 2010. (Arlington Economic Development)
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Major Transportation Improvements Within National Landing
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Amazon’s New Headquarters & National Landing:
Significant Regional Transportation Improvements to support growth

In addition to improving mobility within National Landing, planned investments will improve travel between
National Landing and the entire region. Northern Virginia will be the largest recipient of transportation investment
in the entire metro through 2030, including $15 billion in committed multi-modal transportation investments by
2023 and an additional $14 billion planned in the remaining years to 2030. NOVA is investing in the maintenance and
expansion of an extensive multi-modal transportation network, while focusing new growth and development around
transit nodes and corridors.
Connecting these places with the rest of the region via transit, commuter rail, and other transportation infrastructure,
while shaping this growth in a way that establishes or enhances places with high-quality placemaking and amenities,
will allow the region to more easily accommodate planned growth with limited impacts. (HQNova, 5/24/2019)

Snapshot Of Transportation Improvements In National Landing
And Northern Virginia Region

*Assumes award of Federal Transit Administration
New Starts Grant
**Virginia’s committed investment to Metro is ~$500
million per year (FY19-FY23)

“

It’s a good thing we would be focusing these jobs where we have excellent
transit and close to the core of the region so that the jobs are accessible
360 degrees around. Amazon’s selection of Crystal City could lead to a new
‘reverse commute’ in which riders are filling empty trains headed outbound
from the District — in the opposite direction of rush-hour travel.
Stewart Schwartz, Executive Director, Coalition for Smart Growth
(The Washington Post, 11/13/18)
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